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ABSTRACT : In this paper methodology for emotion recognition from speech signal is presented. Here, some of
acoustic features are extracted from speech signal to analyze the characteristics and behavior of speech. The system is
used to recognize the basic emotions: Anger, Happiness, Sadness and Neutral. It can serve as a basis for further
designing an application for human like interaction with machines through natural language processing and improving
the efficiency of emotion. In this, formant, energy, Mel Frequency Cepstral Coefficients (MFCC) has been used for
feature extraction from the speech signal. Support Vector Machine (SVM) are used for recognition of emotional states.
English datasets are used for analysis of emotions with SVM Kernel functions. Using this analysis the machine is
trained and designed for detecting emotions in real time speech.
KEYWORDS : Support vector Machine, Mel Frequency Cepstral Coefficients, Speech signal, Emotion recognition.
I.

INTRODUCTION

Emotion Recognition is a recent research topic in the field of Human Computer Interaction Intelligence and
mostly used to develop wide range of applications such as stress management for call centre employee, and learning &
gaming software, In E-learning field, identifying students emotion timely and making appropriate treatment can
enhance the quality of teaching. Main aim of HCI is to achieve a more natural interaction between machine and
humans. HCI is an emerging field using which we can improve the interactions between users and computers by
making computers more respond able to the user’s needs. Today’s HCI system has been developed to identify who is
speaking or what he/she is speaking. If in the HCI system, the computers are given an ability to detect human emotions
then they can know how he/she is speaking and can respond accurately and naturally like humans do. The goal of
Affective computing is to recognize the emotions like Anger, Happiness, Sadness and Neutral from speech. Automatic
emotion recognition and classification on voice signals can be done using different approaches like from text, voice and
from human face expressions and gestures.
During present scenario, for human emotion recognition an extensive research is made by using different
speech information and signal [1]. Many researchers used different classifiers for human emotion recognition from
speech such as Hidden Markov Model (HMM)[2], Neural Network (NN), Maximum likelihood bayes classifier
(MLBC), Gaussian Mixture Model (GMM), Kernel deterioration and K-nearest Neighbours approach (KNN), support
vector machine (SVM)[2] [3], Naive Bayes classifier.
In proposed system, basic features of speech signals like formant, Energy, and MFCC[4][5] are extracted
from both offline and real time speech and they are classified into different emotional classes by using SVM classifier.
Here, SVM is used since it has better classification performance than other classifiers. SVM is a supervised learning
algorithm which addresses general problem of learning to discriminate between positive and negative members of
given n-dimensional vectors. The SVM can be used for both classification and regression purposes. Using SVM the
classification can be done linearly or nonlinearly. Here the kernel functions of SVM are used to recognize emotions
with more accuracy. In human-machine interaction, The emotion recognition and classification ability is very useful. It
is useful for various types of communication system such as automatic answering system, dialogue system and human
like robot which can apply the emotion recognition and classification techniques so that a user feels like the system as a
human.
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II.

RELATED WORK

Applications of emotion classification based on speech have already been used to facilitate interactions in our
daily lives. For example, In call centres apply emotion classification to prioritize impatient customers. As another
example, a warning system has been developed to detect if a driver exhibits anger or aggressive emotions. Emotion
sensing has also been used in behaviour studies acoustic features have been extensively explored in both the time
domain (energy, speaking rate, duration of voiced segments, zero crossing rate, etc.) and the frequency domain (pitch,
formant, Mel-frequency cepstral coefficients, etc.). In our work, we only choose the most basic features: energy,
formants, and MFCC. This reduces the computational complexity of the approach and can lead to both energy and
bandwidth savings when the voice is captured on mobile devices. Commonly used classifiers for human emotion
recognition from speech such as Hidden Markov Model (HMM), Neural Network (NN), Maximum likelihood bayes
classifier (MLBC), Kernel deterioration and K-nearest Neighbours approach (KNN), support vector machine (SVM),
Naive Bayes classifier[6], Gaussian Mixture Model (GMM)[8]. We choose SVM as our basic classifier because of its
ease of training and its ability to work with any number of attributes.
In SVM, kernel functions are used to map data to a higher dimensional feature space without losing the
originality. This conventional method of using kernel functions in SVM is to run simulations on training sets and find
the kernel function which attains the highest averaged classification accuracy for the given problem. The most
commonly used kernel function for SVM is Linear, Polynomial, radial basis function (RBF). The contributions of the
Speech emotion recognition are as follows: 1) To obtain the maximum efficiency using the performance of SVM
kernel method for each individual technique 2) Consideration of a cut-off value in each technique so the classification
having better confidence level is selected and those with lesser confidence value are discarded as ‘not classified’. We
have used English speech database in this approach of emotion recognition and classification. The accuracy of emotion
recognition can be made better by increasing the value of minimum confidence cut-off value.
III.

ACOUSTIC

FEATURE EVALUATION

Speech: The primary means of communication between humans is speech. It is a complex signal which contains
information about message, speaker, language, emotional states and so on.
Emotions: Emotions are defined as changes in physical and psychological feeling which influences behaviour and
thought of humans. It is associated with temperament, personality, mood, motivation, energy etc.
Emotional Speech Databases: In evaluation of Emotion recognizer from speech the Main task is to check quality,
naturalness and noise level of the database used in performance and efficient result estimation. When we use lower
quality database for emotion recognition then there can be possibility of incorrect conclusion and result. Task of
Classification also include detecting the stress of speech and it also define the type of emotion included in the database
like angry, surprised, fear, happy, disgust, sad and neutral. Databases can be different types as under.
1) As Database we can consider speech samples recorded by speaking with pre defined emotion from actor.
2) We can obtain Database from real life system like call centre, learning & gaming software.
3) We can also include Database with self explanatory sentiments.
In this paper English emotional speech Database in which voice samples is recorded by female and male speakers in
four types of sentimental moods. Subsequently determine different audio parameters like MFCC, Formant, Energy
features and stored these features vectors in database which we use for emotion recognition from speech.
Audio Feature Extraction: The speech signal contains various type of parameters from which the properties of speech
are defined. Speech features generally does not very much easy to understand because of their changing behaviour and
temporal adjustments make this task very tedious. In this Paper MFCC, Formant and Energy features are used. Usually
the speech signal is recorded with a sample rate of 16000 Hz through microphone. The steps for calculating MFCC are
described below.
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IV.

EXTRACTION OF MEL-FREQUENCY CEPSTRUM COEFFICIENTS (MFCC)

In speech recognition the Mel Frequency Cepstral Coefficients are most widely used feature. The main
purpose of using the MFCC is to mimic the behaviour of the human ears. The block diagram for MFCC is shown in
Fig. 1.
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Mel filter bank and
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Windowing
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Fig-1 Block Diagram for MFCC feature extraction
Framing: In Framing, the continuous input speech is segmented into N sample per frames. The first frame consists of
N samples, second frame consists of M samples after N, and third frame contains 2M and so on. Here we frame the
signal with time length of 20-40ms. So the frame length of 16 KHz signal will have 0.025*16000=400samples.
Windowing: Windowing is used to window each individual frame in order to remove the discontinuities at the start and
end of the frame. Hamming window is mostly used due to its relatively narrow main lobe width hence, remove
distortion.
Fast Fourier Transform: FFT algorithm is used for converting the N samples from time domain to frequency
domain. It is used to evaluate frequency spectrum of speech.
Mel Filter Bank: In This step mapping of each frequency from frequency spectrum to Mel scale is performed. The
Mel filter bank will usually consist of overlapping triangular filters with cut off frequencies which is determined by
centre frequency of two filters. The Mel filters are graphically shown in Fig. 2.

Fig-2 Mel filter bank with overlapping filters
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Cepstrum: The obtained Mel spectrum is converted back to time domain with the help of DCT algorithm.
The definition of the represented of frequency in Hz to frequency in Mel scale is explained in (1) and vice versa in (2).
FMel = 2595* log10(1+fHz/700) ………..(1)
fHz = 700 * (10 FMel/2595-1) …………………..(2)
V.

SPEECH EMOTION CLASSIFICATION USING SVM CLASSIFIER

The SVM is a high dimensional vector supervised learning method that is based on emotion assumptions. It
predicts that the presence (or absence) of a specified feature of a class is not related to the presence (or absence) of all
other features. It is very simple to program and execute it, its parameters are simple to assume, even on very large
databases learning or training is very fast and effective and its accuracy is comparatively better in comparison to the
other techniques. The emotion recognition process along with training and testing phases is shown in Fig 3.

Emotional speech data

Training Data

Test Data

Feature Extraction

Feature Extraction

SVM Classifier

Trained SVM classifier
Fig-3 Emotion
classification
process model
Output
Emotion class
VI.

RESULT OBTAINED FOR MFCC

In this section result of Mel frequency cepstrum coefficient is obtained which is shown in fig-6. Here we have
considered 22 filters in triangular filter bank and 13 MFCC values as shown in fig-6.The performance of the Melfrequency Cepstrum coefficients is affected by the number of filters and type of window used. In this paper we have
shown result for applied emotional speech signal and pre-emphasized signal as shown in Fig-4 and we have used
hamming window as shown in fig-5.

Fig-4 Emotional speech signal and pre-emphasized signal
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Fig-5 Framing and windowing of speech signal

Fig-6 Obtained MFCC Coefficients for 1st frame and for all frames
VII.

CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK

In this paper, most recent work done in the field of Speech Emotion Recognition and Most used methods of
feature extraction and several classifier performances are reviewed. In this paper we discussed about MFCC which is
well known techniques used in speech recognition to describe the signal characteristics. MFCC reduce the frequency
information of the speech signal into small number of coefficients which is easy and fast to compute. Success of
emotion recognition is dependent on appropriate feature extraction as well as proper classifier selection from the
sample emotional speech. In Future work, It is needed to work on Emotion classification process model with SVM
using different kernel functions so that it can provide better emotion recognition of real time speech and use our system
in different application such as stress management for call centre employee, and learning & gaming software, In Elearning field etc. which makes our life more effective.
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